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Event duration:

www.expressionforgrowth.com

“This workshop will massively influence 
my development and push me to become a 

better leader”

What’s it all about? 

To take people with you on a journey - the art of
facilitation is one of the most fundamental skills in
the workplace. These are the skills used to guide and
direct work with groups of people within meetings,
training or planning sessions, in a participative,
inspiring and interactive manner, rather than using a
‘tell’ style.

It is the facilitator’s role to shape and guide the
process of working together, to ensure that the group
achieves its goals. Facilitation can be done in an
explicit and systematic manner or in an implicit and
organic way, depending on the needs of the groups
you work with.

It is a ‘dark art’, combining the skills of presenting,
coaching and event management. During this
workshop, we let you into ‘our world’ and share the
skills and techniques we use daily to achieve
powerful group outcomes.

Value added:

Improve collaboration
With colleagues and customers

Deliver targeted outcomes
Through effectively managing a group

Adapt facilitation style
Flex to different stakeholders.

Unlock the power of a
group through engaging
facilitation
Professionals who need to
facilitate effective training,
meetings and events
12 
2 days

Fantastic Facilitation

What does it cover?

•	  Facilitation: planning, content and 
delivery

•	 Building an engaging experience
•	  Connecting messages, materials and 

outcomes
•	  Controlling the stage, space and 

environment
•	 What equipment adds most value?
•	 Managing questions and challenges
•	  Ensuring that participant and business 

objectives are met
•	 Driving commitment from participants

Support to drive embedding:

•	  Digital materials and worksheets to 
embed learning

•	  Quizzes and tests to help develop 
capability

•	  Exercises to self-run learning events

Complimentary solutions to add value:

•	 Wonderful Webinars
•	 Presenting with Passion

http://https://www.linkedin.com/company/expression-for-growth
https://youtu.be/q6Ep1oIUJD8

